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Exploring Secondary Data

Learning Objectives

After reading this chaoter, you should understand 	 -	 -. -- 1

1	 The purpose and process of exploratory research. 	 - - -•

2	 Two types and three levels of management decision-related
secondary sources.

3
	

The five types of external information and the five critical
factors for evaluating the Value of a source and its content

4
	

The process for conducting a productive literature search of
external sources, including print and electronic sources.

5
	

The process for conducting a productive literature search
with Web-based sources.

6
	

What is involved in internal data mining and how internal.....
data mining techniques differ from literature searches. - -
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280	 PART III The Sources and Collection of Data

And slice the county government center iS	 for ths ccrning TUesday."
Within walking distance, I'll check the minutes of the	 OK. so far. And suppose you run into one of the
county, commission for any reports it has received 	 commissioners, What will you do'?
from the planning council.'

Good. What else will you do while you are in the
governmental center?"

'Something else?'

"Think.

He thought. "I'll check the bulletin board n the

lobby and see when the p lanning council is due to

hold its next public meeting, and I'll see if Westndge

is on the agenda of the county commission meeting

"Ask about his take on the Wcsthdge prc?ect?"

"Now you're talking," smiled Myra "When you

meet Crciyand. concentrate on what he is telling you,

arid let him dscover almost by accident that you are

on top of the reai estate situation in West County.

Make him Deiteve his prowess as a researcher

directed him to you, and that he found exactly the

right person to help him here in Florida. Let your sec-

ondary research scroarn guev of you r competence."

The Exploratory Phase Search Strategy

As the exploration process modeled with the management-research question hierarchy
suggests (see Exhibit 10—I), exploration of secondary sources may be useful at any
stage of the hierarchy. But most researchers find a review of secondar y sources critical
to moving from management question to research question. In moving from manage-
ment question to research question, the researcher uses both internal and external sec-
ondary sources. We address external sources first. Our discussion of data mining of
internal sources completes the chapter.

EXHIBIT 10-1 Integration of Seeondar% Data into the Research Process
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In this exploratory research phase of your project, your objective is to accomplish
the following:

• Expand your understanding of the management dilemma.

• Look for was others have addressed and/or solved problems similar to your man-
agenient dilemma or management question.

• Gather background information on your topic to refine the research question.

• Identify information that should he gathered to formulate investigative questions.

• Identify sources for and actual questions that might be used as measurement
questions.

• Identify sources for and actual sample frames that might be used in sample design.

In most cases the exploration phase will begin with a literature search—a review of
books as well as articles in journals or professional literature that relate to your man-
agement dilemma. A literature search requires the use of the library's online catalog and
one or more bibliographic databases or indexes. For some topics, it may be useful to
consult a handbook or specialized encyclopedia first to establish a list of key terms,
people, or events that have influenced your topic and also to determine what the major
publications are and who the foremost authors are. Other reference materials will be
incorporated into your search strategy as needed. In general. this literature search has
five steps:

1. Define your management dilemma or management question.

2. Consult encyclopedias, dictionaries, handbooks, and textbooks to identify key terms.
people, or events relevant to your management dilemma or management question.

3. Apply these key terms, people, or events in searching indexes, bibliographies, and
the Web to identify specific secondary sources.

4. Locate and review specific secondary sources for relevance.

5. Evaluate the value of each source and its content.

The result of your literature search may be a solution to the management dilemma.
In such a case, no further research is necessary. Often, however, the management ques-
tion remains unresolved, so the decision to proceed generates a research proposal (see
Chapter 4). The resulting proposal covers at minimum a statement of the research ques-
tion and a brief description of proposed research methodology (see Chapter 4). The pro-
posal summarizes the findings of the exploratory phase of the research, usually with a
bibliography of secondary sources that have led to the decision to propose a formal
research study.

In this chapter we will concentrate on the exploration phase of the project and
focus on finding, selecting, and evaluating information in both printed and electronic
formats. As you learned in Chapter 6. the first step in an exploratory study is a search of
the secondary literature. We defined secondary literature as "studies made by others for
their own purposes." These studies, representing primary research to their authors, actu-
ally represent only a subset of all the information sources available.

Levels of	 As you explore your problem or topic, you may consider many different types of
Information information sources, some much more valuable than others. Information Sources are

generally categorized into three levels; (1) primary sources, (2) secondar y sources.
and (3) tertiary sources.
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Primary sources are original works of research or raw data without interpretation
or pronouncement' that lepresent an official opinion or position- Included among the
primary sources are memos. letter,. complete inter\iews or speeches (in audio, video.
or written transcript formats), laws, regulations. court decisions or standards, and most
government data, including census, economic, and labor data. Primary sources are
always the most authoritative because the information has not been filtered or inter-
preted by a second party. Information from all of the above will become your secondary

literature supporting your original research. Internal sources of primary data would

include inventory records, personnel records, purchasing requisition forms, statistical
process control charts, and similar data.

Secondary sources are interpretations of primary data. Encyclopedias, textbooks.
handbooks, magazine and newspaper articles, and most newscasts are considered sec-
ondary information sources. Indeed, nearly all reference materials fall into this cate-

gory. Internally, sales analysi' summaries and investor annual repuris would he
examples of secondary sources as they are compiled from a variety, of prinniry sources.
To an outsider, however, the annual report is viewed as a piimaiy soulue, as it TepEe-

sents the official position of the corporation. A firm searching for secondar y sources can

search either internally or externally, as Exhibit 10-2 depicts.
Tertiary sources may be an interpretation of a secondary oiirce but generally are

represented by indexes, bibliographies, and other finding aids (e.g.. Internet search
engines).

From the heinning, it is important to remember that all information is not it equal
value. As the source levels indicate, primary Sources have more value than secondary

EXHIBIT 10-2 Secondary Sources for Developing the Management-Research Question Hierarchy
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sources, and secondary sources have more value than tertiary sources. In the opening

S ignette. Myra reads a Rocky Mountain News account (a secondary source) but suggests
that Jason check the county council minutes (a primary Source). While the Rocky Moun-

tain News may have excellent staff writers who verify every detail in every story with
two or more corroborating sources, Myra doesn't know this for sure. Since Jason's
acceptance by a new potential client is likely to hinge on his appearing knowledgeable
about the Westridge development, verifying the account is important. If the information
is essential to solving the management dilemma, it is wise to verify it in a primary soune.

Types	 There are dozens of types of information sources, each with a special function. In this

of Information	 section we describe five of the information types used most by business researchers.

Sources	 Later in this chapter we will provide a more in-depth examination of three information
types: bibliographic databases, government information, and the World Wide Web.

We provide a list of key	 Indexes and Bibliographies Indexes and bibliographies are the mainstay of any

business resources in 	 library because they help you identify and locate a single book or journal article from

Appendix A and on	 among the millions published. The single most important bibliography in any library is

your CD.	 its online catalog. As with all other information t ypes, there are man y specialized
indexes and bibliographies unique to business topics. These can be very useful in a lit-
erature search to find authors and titles of prior works oil 	 topic of interest.

Dictionaries Dictionaries are so ubiquitous they probably need no explanation. We

all use them to verify spelling or grammar usage or to define terms. In business, as in
every field, there are many specialized dictionaries that define words, terms, or jargon
unique to a discipline. Most of these specialized dictionaries include in their word lists
information on people, events, or organizations that shape the discipline. They are also
an excellent place to find acronyms. A growing number of dictionaries and glossaries
(terms in a specialized field, area, or topic plus their definitions) are now available on
the Web. One of these is the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago's Glossaries of Financial

Terms (www.chicagofed.org/publicationS/glOSSarYfifldeX.Cf m ) . An example of a printed

business dictionary is the Dictionary of Business and Management. Information from
dictionaries and glossaries may be used to identify key terms for a search of an online

or printed database.

Encyclopedias Use an encyclopedia to find background or historical information
on a topic or to find names or terms that can enhance your search results in other sources.
For example, you might use an encyclopedia to find when Microsoft introduced Win-
dows, then use that date to draw more information from an index to the time period.
Encyclopedias are also helpful in identifying the experts in a field and the key writings
on any topic. The Encyclopedia of Company Histories and the New Paigrave Dictionary

of Economics and the Law are two examples of specialized multivolume encyclopedias.

Handbooks A handbook is a collection of facts unique to a topic. Handbooks often
include statistics, directory information, a glossary of terms, and other data such as laws
and regulations essential to a field. The best handbooks include source references for

the facts the y present. The Statistical Abstract of the United States is probably the most

valuable and frequently used handbook available. It contains an extensive variety of
facts, an excellent and detailed index, and a gateway to even more in-depth data for
every table included.
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Directories Directories are used for finding names and addresses as well as other
data. While many are available and useful in printed format, directories in digitized for-
mat that can be searched by certain characteristics or sorted and then downloaded are
far more useful. Many are available free through the Web, but the most comprehensive
directories are proprietary (that is. must be purchased). An especially useful directory
available in most libraries either in print or electronic format is the Enc yclopedia of
Associations (called A,-socia1ions Unlimited on the Web), which provides a list of pub-
lie and professional organizations plus their locations and contact numbers.

As you begin to collect information about your topic. one thing you will certainly warn
to do is conduct a source evaluation. Librarians evaluate and select information
sources based on five factors that can he applied to any type of source, whether printed
or electronic. These are

• Purpose

• Scope

• Authority

• Audience

• Format

Exhibit 10-3 summarizes the critical questions a researcher asks when applying
these factors to the evaluation of Web sources.

Purpose The purpose of the source is what the author (or in the case of many Internet
sites, the collective authors in an institutiOn) is trying to accomplish. In general. the par-
pose may be to. enlighten or to entertain. Among purposes in the enlighten subset, authors
may be attempting to establish credibility, broaden knowledge within a field or discipline,
establish a company image, and, for websies, even manage inventory or sell merchan-
dise. Often, for proprietary sources, the purpose is to make the search process easier for
those who buy. For instance, the purpose of a source may be to consolidate Web advertis-
ing sources and make these available to students (www,advertisjneutexas.edu/
world[). Or the purpose may be to define basic computer terms so nontechnical man-
agers can communicate with technical staff. Once you determine the purpose of the
source, you will also want to determine whether or how it provides a bias to the infor-
mation presented. Bias is the absence of a balanced presentation of information. Most
researchers expect company websites to be biased in favor of the company. flowc'er.
we expect sources offered by independent organizations to be more balanced, prec lit-
big both positive and negative information about relevant organizations without favor-
ing one or the other.

Scope Tied closely to the purpose of the source is its scope. What is the date of pub-
lication? What time period does this source cover? 1-low much of the topic is covered
and to what depth? Is the material covered local, regional, national, or international. If
the source is bibliographic, how comprehensive is it? If it is a biographical source or a
directory or a bibliography, what are the criteria for inclusion? If you do not know the
scope of ) ,Our information sources, you ma.) , miss essential in/ormaIzon hr ,elvni on an
incomplete source.

This single factor led to tragic results in a university clinical research project in
2(X)!. The medical researcher combed the literature online, tound no problems. and
proceeded to offer a drug to a health volunteer who then died of complications. The

Evaluating
Information
Sources
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EXHIBIT 10-3 Evaluating Websites as Information Sources

Purpose	 • Why does the site exist?

• How evident is the purpose it is uying to convey?

• Does it achieve its purpose?

• How does its purpose affect the type and bias of information presented?

Authority	 • What are the credentials of the author or institution or organization sponsoring the site?

• Does the site give you a means of contacting anyone for further information?

• Who links to this site?

• If facts are supplied, where do they come from?	 .

Scope	 • How old is the information? 	 .	 .	 . .

• 1-low often is it updated?	 -	 . ... .	 ...

• How much information is available?

• Is it selective or comprehensive?

• What are the criteria for inclusion?

• If applicable, what geographic area or time period or language does it cover?

• How does the information presented compare with similar sites?

• Is it a series of links only i ,a metasite), or is there added value?

• What is the nature of the added value?

• What information did you expect to find that was missing?

• is the site self-contained or does it link to other websites?

Audience	 • Whom does the site cater to?

• What level of knowledge or experience is assumed?

• How does this intended audience affect the type and bias of the information?

Format	 • How quickly can you find needed information?

• How easy is the site to use? is it intuitive?

• Does it load quickly?

• Is the design appealing?

• Are there navigation buttons?

• Is there a site map or search button?

• Is there an easily identifiable help button?

• Is Help helpful?

• Are pages in ASCII or graphic format?

• Is the information downloadable into a spreadsheet or word-processing program, if desired?
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salient reports on the ill effects of the drug had been published in the early 1960s and
were too olo to be included in the online database used by the researcher.'

Authority Of major concern to any information user is the authorit y of the source.
We have already noted that primary sources are the most authontati'c. In an' source,
both the author and the publisher are indicators of the authority. The author and the
author's credentials should be given both in printed and electronic sources. Footnotes
should he provided when appropriate. if credentials are not gisen, then it is best to
check a biographical source. Credentials may include the author's educational back-
ground. his/her position, or his/her other published and reviessed work.

Authority also applies to \Vcb resources where anyone can post anything. In this
environment it is always important to check the credentials of the site. For instance,
data and statements about cancer are much more likely to be authoritative if they come
from the National Cancer Institute or the American Cancer Socict' than from a personal
page ith no information about the author or producer. Any personal page on the Web
is suspect unless the author's, or in some cases the institution"., credentials can be yen-
tied. Credentials alone are not always enough. Most scholarly articles are validated by a
system called peer review in which colleagues from other institution are asked to com-
ment anonymously on the research presented. In several recent cases author  sith very
good credentials hae bypassed the peel' review process and published diicctiv on the
Web In at least one instance the research was seriously flawed. Even tOe best scholars
call 	 mistakes, so imagine what noneperls might publish oil 	 Web.

Audience Audience is also oil i' taut iactoi ill c'. ,duai ing an i p fo niauomi source

and it. too, is tied to the purpose of the source The audience for this textbook is college
students More specifically, its audience is college students who are studynig or majoring
ill or public administration, some of whom are practicing managers While oth-
ers. for example educators, mar hcetit from the information, the authors take great care
to select examples and to write in tern,s that management students will easils relate to.

It is often difficult to determine the intended audience for some Web resources, as
Inan\ webs i tes are designed to serve  inultiple audiences. The Web is available to all, so
Web designers need to he especially creative both in capturing their audience(s) and in
moving them to the appropriate section's) of their website. While an organization may
have several different print publications geared to different use,'., all the users on the
Web go throu g h one home page or portal. Universities, for example, have a ver y diffi-
cult time. Should they target their site to alumni or donors whom the y count on for s up-
port" Or to prospective students? Or to current students? Or to faculty and si.tf?
Luckils. technology is helping '.oks' this problem, by helping the Web server to rirst
identif characteristics of the miser ithrough cookies) and then select the appropriate
home page to deliver.

Brokerage firm Charles ';hwah has no confusion on purpose or audience. In a
recent ad. Charles Schs'.ah is quoted as follows: "1 see the Internet as the single most
empo\semin g force forth individual in'.cstor." 2 The Schwab.corn website is designed to
empower every single ( harles Schwab customer, with rapid market summar y upmLtc's
and research on companies and funds. The numerous awards Schwab has won for its
website indicate it is '!.'otg well at achieving its aims. It also uses an intranet to provide
kes information to ml-. s'nployees.

When you are en alaatin g the plausible audience of a source. look for key indicators
including vocnhuIar, r pes of mnforniation, and questions or direction^ that guide the
sei'rch CNI'sfn ws cnnfn.coiut) clearl y has a we!I .etticated audience e.nnpnsed of

people who are serious in' estors and people volo are wore than ]nildl\ o-2-rested tO
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or who rely on information about-- the g lobal econom y . Indicators of this are not only
the site's coverage in general, but ako the great detail offered and the emphasis on up
to-the-minute business news stories and data on U.S. and world markets. The Site
focuses on services that will facilitate investing. In addition, the Site provides informa-
tion about CNN-sponsored television programs, currency, and travel information--all

of which relate to the U.S. and g lobal economy.

Format Format factors may ary from source to source but in general relate to how
the information is presented and how easy it is to find a specific piece of information. In
a printed source, the arrangement of the information—alphabetical? hierarchical?
chronological?—nearly always has an impact on the retrieval of information. Indexes
are usually essential. Do cross-references lihk one term to related terms'? How , are

acronyms handled? Is the reference to an item? Table number! Page? How do type
fonts or color help you find information?

The format of an electronic source or website is generally related to design. Web
designers contend with a variety of Internet browsers, individual computer "preferences,"
and a wide variety of modem or Internet access speeds. On the one hand, the designer
wants the page to look great and have the coolest bells and whistles. On the other hand, the
designer has to plan for users who are not very patient. People with visual impairments.

using text onl y or specialized software that "reads" the page, must be taken into considera-
tion, too A page that takes even 30 seconds to load may be abandoned while the user goes
on to something else. Usci-s can't flip through pages on the Web nearly so quickly or effec-
tively as they can with a reference hook. Navigation becomes an issue. If you are holding a
hook, von know how to get hack to the title page.. If you are using a website, you want to be
able to go forward one screen, backward one screen, return to home page, search the site
from any page and quickly find the home page. On every page within a site, you should be
able to see the name of the site owner and the last time the -page was upda*d and, prefer-
ably, you should be able to contact the author or site manager.4	- -

Searching a	 in a bibliographic database, each record is a bibliographic citation to a book or a jour-

Bibliographic	 nat article. In your university library, the online catalog is an example of a bibliographic

Database	 database.
There are several bibliographic databases available to business researchers. (See

Appendix A and your CD.) Some of the more popular and comprehensive business bib-
liographic databases. are:

M N	 H N • ABI./lnforrn (from Proquest Information and Learning).

• Business and industry (from Gale Group).

• Business Source (from F.BSCO).

• Dow Jones Interactive.

• Lexis-Nexis Universe (from a division of Reed Elsevier).

Most of the above databases offer numerous purchase options both in the amount
and type of coverage. Some include abstracts, short summaries of the articles cited.
Nearl y all of the above databases include the contents of around two-thirds of the
indexed journals in full text, although the amount and the specific titles may var
wideN from database to database. Full-text options vary from an exact image of the
pace to ASCII-text-only or text-plus-graphics. Search options also vary considerabl)
from database to database. It is for these reasons that most libraries supporting business
programs offer more than one business periodical database.
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The process of searching bibliographic databases and retrievin g results is basic to
all databases.

1. Select a database appropriate to your topic.

2. Construct a search query (also called a tewch stulernenfl.

• Review, and esaluate search results.

• Modify the search query if necessary.

3. Save those tluahle results of your search

4. Retrieve articles not available in the database

5. Supplement your results with information from Web sources.

Select a Database Most of its select the most COn\ enient database \A iihont regard
to its scope: but considering the database contents and its limitations and criteria for
inclusion at the beginnin g 0! )inn search v iii proui sa', e \01.1 time in the ion, run
Remember that a library's online catalog is a bibliographic databae that n ill help iden-
tify hooks and perhaps other media on a topic. While journal or periodical titles are
listed in a library 's online catalog, periodical orjournal articles are rarely included. Use
books for alder. more comprehensise information Use periodical articles for more cur-
rent information or for information on ver y specific topics. A lihatian can suggest one
or more appropriate databases for the topic you are researching.

The (lose Li p provides direction for advanced database searche-. including ho"
initial se-arches are it todified to oh. in more relevant res otis.

Close-Up

Advanced Searching
in advanced seeii	 . you USO your
knowleoge of 5e aatohoe to make the

sear ci more productive.

Construct the Search Query
Use the keywords from you: manale rrent guetion to pm-
- th datLaie. c Cat3basss,

ricluding the tbrarys onbie catalog at have similar search
options, such as a basic keyword sear'.r an advanced
search. and a way to choose a subs-cl fn im a browse list
ike all databases, bibliographic databases c xisist of sev-
eral standard telds.

In most bibliographic databases. searches are key-
word searchas, but it is possible to search for a specifo
author or title or series a known-item search1 by irfitino
your results to a specific field of the hiotiogiapoic record
This is especially important if you are resrchirci a prolific
author such as Peter Drucker, who may have m 3-". wc'<s
both by aria about him. If you do not limit or rlanc,v your
search to a soecific flelld, then you 44 cOridrit A orpr
Ke-,word search of all 0 records in the database.
Because of the size of most databases, stnqie word
Searches generally yield results that are riot vo. asefu

nsa the snge lAord 5 very urt-:qac. Insican examine
r management question 

f
or dl r°senr -,ords arid

vreiattoo.s and establish a more cmcd earch ouer' usina
the connectors desonoed on too r eso cage:

The mod mortant thog to e.Emoer ab. it earcf
engines for toe Web or for databases tPaLthey do not ail
work alike, In fact, rniey nave wido 1y nrg sean) octc
cols. Wnai you do not know can am anansi yon	 if

frdinp cicod informaf on is mpoitrt '	 c., take a '	 e
of minutes to determine wnat special '-,rures a-id ci'
optons are used i :or instance. if yo -'oter a mu. :0
term, what happens? Does the database search you, i.rn
as a p1las& Or does a insert a c.orinecFtr such as a,lr; n
or betwee' each word? Hc.v does it ba--do SiCrounrt
(Fcc p 1fl'l	 .ra.	 r'	 ji v
(jflStdc''c. y in theo irr--'s	 .--'-i'.os

Author	 l-'uh -hr

'title	 -rn--

Subject headings
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Not enough? Are they very relevant or not very relevant? If
Limiters in Book Catalogs	 they meet the C,oldildds test of "just right,' then you can

Language	 Type of publication	 move on to the next step (savirresults).
Advanced Searchlflg If you have retrieved too few or

Date of publication	 Format (book, video, etc.) 	 no relevant 'terns, of if you have retrieved hundreds of
ferns, von st ould moSsier rnodrlying your search query

Standard Search Oields for Periodical Databases '
Start with the most relevant items in the results ist, Then do

Author	 Abstract	 one of the fotcNlnq.

Title of article	 Company name

Subject headings	 NAICS/SIC code

Pcnodical title

Limiters in Periodical1IIFtJM4

Date	 Periodical title

Frill text	 Pcer review (scholarly journals)

Search Strategy Options
Basic Searching If you have a unique term, try a basic

search usc i that earn. Most broliographic databases f
present the results list in reverse data order, that is the

most recent y 
published items will appear first. Reviess the'

list of items joui search has retrieved. Ara there too many'?

EXHIBIT 10-4 Review of Advanced Search Options

• Search for the cited works (the hibtiography) of the full-

text articiec

• Search for other works by the author or aut'lors of the
relevant citations.

• Check the subject headings assigned to the articles

Ate there any more precise terms or synonyms that
would improve your search results? More importantly,
are there pairs of terms that appear in all of the most
relevant Items? Is there a thesaurus with the database

trial define-s or expands the terminology used fit

subject headings.'

As a result of your examination of the relevant citations

and any badsground preparation you have done in other
sources sonh as	 'clopedias, you should now have one or

more keywords and synonyms for each concept. You can
now use Boolean operators or connectors (see Exhibit 10-4)

AND
	

Phrases

Use AND to reqirrie that all
	

Use a term consisting of tw o or

terms you specifN be present in
	 more cords. Some phrases require

the results,	 double quotes to enclose the

child AND advertising
	 phrase, while others do not.

• human resoulce management

• 'human resource management"

NOT
	

ADJ

Use NOT to eliminate terms	 ADJ requires the first term

from your search. But use NOT 	 specified to immediately precede

with care. It is easy to eliminate	 the last term specified

the good with the unwanted	 • six ADJ sigma

• medicine NOT nursing

• Caribbean NOT Cuba

Limiters

Conditions (date, publication type. language) for limiting your search.

Most databases also offer rkrii limiting, limiting the occurrences of

your search to apecifie database field, such as the author field, title,

etc. Some bibliographic databases offer the convenience of limiting
the search results to peer-res iced articles or to articles only available

in full text. Use the latter ssith care as some significant article" may he

overlooked even though ther are available in the librars

OR

Use OR icr search for

plurals, ', non my or

spelling sariation.s. Either or

both terms will be present in

results.

• woman OR women

• business OR corporation

• international OR foreign

Tnmcaflon

Symbols (?, . !) that

replace one or more

characters or letters in a

"ord or at the end of a

word.

• electra

(retrieves electricity.

electric, electrical)
• child?

(jellies cc children,
childish, child's)
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EXHIBIT 10-6 Athaneed Searching Process

Concept A	 Operator

training	 AND

a'.renes.s
behavior
profesuonat
It ehipricint

Concept B	 Operator	 Concept C

sex* harassnun AND

'om'n	 I	 law
tèmle	 courts
gender	 kgal

Step 2: Create and search ' ih a concept group !)y combining each term in a
column with OR. Put each concept gr "p in parantheces. Then conihlne
each concept group ith AND.

:rroiirg (JR .i ,ii	 css Ii i	 nor OR pr or c . , l . .. Jt e pn ii	 a,ieiii OR
wom'n OR at OR female ORgender) AND driss nit OR legal OR law OR courts)

to combine terms or sets of te"r' c e>wrct y narowYour 	 Coc'd use a <e.word ecarch -Mtb th: operator AMY to
search. There are focr easc Boolean operators Or coreec- 	 combne toom

Iii KDto	 age	 g us or as a ue	 trainiAN harassment AND lawsuits

avJrd. -or rvnrnr.e 'o 'i s crnant questcn mrgN 	 If ycci -arch r:u't '_im nad0qu.'3'T(.,,. i i	 need to
00, -tc coo ocrr o-	 trig or ceNar	 e<pr-i ', ' Jr sea- r	 j- ,or( ,tr y'	 r'	 erected
25SS proerarn to rievent sex, la 	 1r awsuits i T	 0. 00 cetator OR FO	 sanaye moro-Gornent ques-
c.orrpany ? in Tha examr4e.recee'A .v--Jd be tr&r- r rq	 . ,'c 'cear'° wcuh oos	 Eih-t	 -5. If your
concept B wouid be, horaso'Ter't- concept C wouci be	 se-arch rosufs are too OJIrOr005, you M 1 need to Imit
as5uits n the most basic ,t vcvor searches, you	 yrursearch,

Save Results of Search While the temptation to print may he overwhelming,
remember that if you download your results, you can cut and paste quotations, tables,
and other information into your proposal without rekeying. In either case, make sure
you keep the bibliographic information for your footnotes and bibliography. Most data-
bases offer the choice of marking the records and printing or downloading them ll a
once or printing them one by one.

Retrieve Articles For articles not ai-aiiable in full tC\t online. retrieval will nor-
mall) require the additional step of searching the lihrar 's online catalog unless there
is a link from the database to the catalog) to determine if the desired issue is available
and where it is located. Many libraries offer a document delivery service for articles not
available. Some current articles ma y be available on the Web or vi  a fee-based ser' ice.

Searching the	 The World Wide Web is a vast information, business, and entertainment resource that
World Wide Web	 would he difficult, if not foolish, to overlook. Millions of paces of data are publicly
for Information available, and the size of the Web doubles every few months. 5 But searching and

retrieving reliable ri nformation on the Web is a great deal more problematic than search-
ing a bibliographic database. There are no standard database fields, no carefully defined
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subject hierarchies (called controlled ocabulary), no cross-references, no synonyms,
no selection criteria, and, in general, no rules. There are dozens of search engines and
they all work differently, but how they work is not always easy to determine. Nonethe-
less, the convenience of the Web and the extraordinary amount of information to be
found on it are compelling reasons for using it as an information source.

As you can see in Exhibit 10-6, the basic steps to searching the Web are similar to
those outlined for searching a bibliographic database. As you approach the Web, you
start at the same point: focusing on your management question. Are you looking for a
known item (for example. IBM's website or that of the American Marketing Associa-
tion)? Are you looking for information on a specific topic? If you are looking for a spe-
cific topic, what are its parameters? For example, if your topic is managed health care.
are you hoping to find statistics, marketing ideas, public policy issues, accounting stan-
dards, or evidence of its impact on small business?

There are perfectly legitimate reasons to browse for information, and with its
hypertext linking system, the Web is the ultimate resource for browsing. The trick is to
browse and still stay focused on the topic at hand. In the browse mode you do not have
any particular target. You follow hypertext links from site to site for the sheer joy of dis-
covery. This is somewhat analogous to window shopping at the mall or browsing the
bookshelves in the library. It may or may not be fruitful. And browsing is not likely to
be efficient. Researchers often work on tight deadlines, as managers often cannot delay
critical decisions. Therefore, researchers rarely have the luxury of undirected browsing.

Below we detail those steps in the Web search process that pose altered behavior

for Web searches.

Select a Search Engine or Directory A search for specific information or for a
specific site that will help you solve your management question requires a great deal
more skill and knowledge than browsing. Start by selecting one or more Internet search
engines. Web search engines vary considerably in the following ways:

• The types of Internet sources they cover (http, telnet, Usenet, ftp, etc.).

• The way they search Web pages (every word? titles or headers only?).

• The number of pages they include in their indexes.

EXHIBIT 10-6 Web Search Process Compared to Bibliographic Search Process

1. Select a database appropriate to your topic.

2. Construct a search query.

• Review and evaluate search results.

• Modify the search query, if necessary.

3. Save those valuable results of your search.

4. Retrieve articles not available in the database.

5. Supplement your results with information from Web
sources.

1. Select a search engine or directory.*

2. Determine your search options.t

3. Construct a search query.*

• Review and evaluate search results.

• Modify the search query, if necessary.

4. Save those valuable results of your search.*

5. Supplement your results with information from non-
Web sources,

"Denotes a variation.
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• The search and presentation options they offer.

• The frequency with which they are updated.

Furthermore, some information publicly indexable via the Web is not retrievable at
all using current Web search engines. Among the material open to the public, but not
indexed by search engines, is the fiMlowing: 6

M A N AGE M E N T • Pages that are proprietary (that is, fee-based) and/or password-protected, including
the contents of bibliographic and other databases. Some password-protected data-
bases, such as the Thomas Register, are actually free and available to the public
after initial reeistration.

Pages accessible only through a search form (databases), including such highly
popular Web resources as library catalogs, c-commerce catalog (such as
LandsEnd x , Amazon.com ® , and similar offerings), and the Security and Exchange
Commission's EDGAR catalog of SEC filings. If you want to find the price of a
book at Amazon.com , you first will have to find the Amazoncom page, then search
the database for the title.

• Poorly designed framed pages.

• Some non-HTML or nonplain-text pages, especially PDF graphics files, for which
no text alternative is offered. These pages cannot be retrieved using any current
search engine.

• Pages excluded by the Robots Exclusion Standard (usually implemented with a
r(,hots.txt file). This standard is used by Web administrators to tell indexing robots
that certain pages are off-limits. An outstanding example of this is the U.S. govern-
ments extensive information resource called GPO Access (described below).

The search engine, portal, or directory you select may well be determined by how
comprehensive you want your results to be. If you want to use some major sites only,
then start with a directory such as Yahoo. It, however, you are interested in gathering
comments and opinions that are the focus of Usenet groups, then use a more inclusive
search engine such as Northern At least within the publicly indexahie pages.
one approach emphasizes selectivity, and the other, comprehensiveness. if yj are
interested in comprehensiveness, use more than one search engine. You are likely to
yield very different and perhaps better results using additional search engines

What is the difference between a search engine, a portal, and a directory? Directo-
ries rely on human intervention to select, index, and categorize Web contents. Subject
directories build an index based on Web pages or websites, but not oil within a
page. Presenting a series of subject categories that are then further subdivided. Yahoo I®

(http://www.yahoo.com/) was the first Web subject directory and is still one of the most
popular choices for finding information on the Web. This is because most users are sat-
isfied with a few good sites rather than a long list of possibilities.

A search engine's different software components allow it to search and retrieve
Web pages. These include:

• Software that automatically sends robots, sometimes called spiders, out to comb
the Web going from server to server to build an index of the words, pages. and files
that are publicly indexable.

• Algorithms that determine how those pages will he selected and prioritized for
display.

• User interface software that determines the search options available to the user.
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Robots may be sent to roam the Web on a daily basis or on a six-week basis, so it is
possible that some newer pages may not be included in the index developed by a partic-
ular search engine. Most search engines try for at least a monthly update of their
indexes. Some robots may only search the upper-level pages and totally ignore valuable
pages buried within the site.

The algorithm used by the search engine can have an enormous impact on the type
and quantity of information retrieved. Search algorithms determine whether every word
is to be included or only the top 50 or so words; whether more weight will be given to
words in metadata or titles or in words used frequently. The possibilities are limitless
and are the major reason that results from one search may vary considerably from those
of another search.

A portal is, as the name suggests, a gateway to the Web. A portal often includes a
directory, a search engine, and other user features such as news and weather. Most Internet
service providers (ISP) are portals to the Web. The AOL ® homepage is an example. This
portal uses information based on past user search behavior to determine what to offer on
the opening screen. Therefore, some valuable search engines, indexes, directones, and
more may be relegated to an "other search aids" category. If as a researcher your behavior
differs from the majority pattern, you have to be more knowledgeable about search strate-
gies to bypass those front-line strategies offered by the portal. Several ISP portals now offer
subscribers the option of customizing the portal with the user-chosen search engines and
secondary sources. Most of the major search engines are now actually portals to the Web
that include their search engine. Specialized portals are increasingly popular. An industry
portal, one type of specialized portal, lists many different resources about a specific indus-
try. Competia Express. the competitive intelligence site (littp://www.competia.coml
express/index.html), offers industry portals for many different industries.

Determine Your Search Options Nearly all search services have a Help button
that will lead you to information about the search protocols and options of that particu-
lar search engine. How does the search engine work? Can you combine terms using
Boolean operators (AND, OR, NOT) or other connectors? How do you enter phrases?
Truncate terms? Determine output display? Limit by date or other characteristic? Some
search engines provide a basic and an advanced search option. How do they differ?

Construct a Search Query and Enter Your Search Term(s) The Web is not a
database nor does it have a controlled vocabulary. Therefore, you must be as specific as
possible, using the keywords in your management question and any variations you can
think of. It is up to you to determine synonyms, variant spellings, and broader or nar-
rower terms that will help you retrieve the information you need. This may involve
some trial and error. For instance, a general term (such as business) would be useless in

a search engine that purports to index every word in every document.

Save Results of Your Search If you have found good information, you will want
to keep it for future reference so that you can cite it in your proposal or refer to it later
in the development of your investigative questions. If you do not keep documents, you
may have to reconstruct your search. At a future time, given that some portion of the
Web is revised and updated daily, those same documents may no longer be available.

Supplement Your Results with Information from Non-Web Sources There

is still a great deal of information in books, journals, and other print sources that is not
available on the Web. While many novice researchers start and end here, the more
sophisticated researcher knows a Web search is just one of many important options.
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Searching	 Once you have defined your topic and established your search terms, you need to deter-

for Specific Types mine whether you are looking for a specific Site (known-item) or an address of a person

of Information	 or institution (who), a geographic place name and location (where), or a topic (hat).

on the Web
Known-Item Searches In the same way that search protocols for the library's
online catalog vary between a known-item (author or exact title), and a more general
keyword search, the way you query the Web for an exact item also varies from a more

M A N 6 L L N I general query. A general trend among search engines is to establish algorithms that will
yield more precise results. One of the first to follow this trend was the search engine
Google® (http://www.google.com/), which debuted in 1998. Google' and others like it
help you retrieve the most precise results from known-item searches by creating an
algorithm that interprets a link to a site as a vote for that site. The sites that receive the
most votes (links) rise to the top of the results list in a known-item search. The Google
system also emphasizes the importance of the linking page in its algorithm.

Who Searches In the "who" searches, you are looking for an e-mail address, a
phone number, a street address, or a Web address of a person or institution. For this type
of information you will first need to identify a database containing the information you
need and then search that database according to its search protocols. At this writing.
almost all Web search engines and portal sites partner with infoUSA http:/Iwww.
infoUSA.coml) to supply the phone number databases for their white and yellow page
services. t See "Finding People on the Net" (http:I/alahanza.eomfkabacoff(lnter-Links/
phone.htnil) for a site listing many "who" options.

Where Searches A "where" option comprises the mapping services that help you
locate an address on a map or discover the route from one place to another. Mapping
services are databases tied to geographical information systems (GIS). Popular sites are
Lycos ® Roadmaps (http://www.lycos.comlroadmap.html ) and MapQuest® (blip://
www.mapqucst.com).

today'ssopt'isticated databases 	 more than numbers
representing data Many contain detaosi geocnaohc images, like
the one nero prodeo by Space imaging, a leading supplier Of
visual in1omation products, geograph ntorrnrton products, ann
rotated services. Space Imaging collects anchor cIStrbutes earth
magery from the Indian Remote Sensng sate i tes. the U.S
Lardsat satotites, and radar imaCirg Systemsfmr rr Canada,
Japan. and Europa. The company also rietvers Ngh-reSOtutlon
aerial imagery collected byitS ovsia Digitai Airbo rne Imaging
System. Ancng a tong hst of act;vtties, these cdatal fr1lormalion
databases are used in insurance and nsk r'ianagernent macond,
telemmunicatc,tis and utilities canning and real estate parinlnc
and development, as well as secunty enhancement Ths irnae c

Sidney was used in planning the iasl Sn'r'-eo O}ymrhcs \sit
Space Imaging's Internet OSMery t' sec a d•..m'a ncr ..ctvn
news events.
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What Searches A N sse Fiae ruk rioted, cearch engines sary irideralilv in the
ssay they ork and in then sue. 11 you iii searching for a very unusual teni, select one of
the more comprehensive search engines, such as No thup Light® (http://www. northern-
lightcoñif) or A1isVista® (http://altavista.digital.com]). Oerally. it is more efficient to
start with a dnctis srjdj as Yahoo, or one of the more speciaui.'ed directories on the
\eb. Some esperiatir good spcciauizd sites are the Argus Clearinghouse (http iwww.
eiC ariaghousc.neit), teaturing subject guides on dozens of topics prepared by librarians and
other specialists, and INFOMIN LE ,, Scholarly Internet Resource Collections front I t m-
\er',liv of California housed at universit y of Caiifomja-Rivejside (hrip:f/nnifernine.
ci.eduJi. See Exhibit 10-7 or Appendix A for a selection of business-related websites.

Since the Web, was introduced to the world in 1992. Web technology has been seek-
ing ways to make the contents more accessible. The dynamic nature of the Web, its
lightning grorh rate, the ephemeral nature of sonic \eh pages, the different skill les -
els and interest ,, of users, and the lack of standards make this an enormous challenge.
-fiends Indicate that the Web w i ll continue to cross and that we will continue to apply
new technologies to tapping tine information asailaNe on this sast and unique resource.
Already some search cogitles are better able to identit y tce) resources. Efforts are undet

to adopt standardn,cd nu'tnta gs inn. ludcd in the codi rig to describe the contents of
\Vh pages Some search engines are using expert svstn.- ni to learn more about the infor-
mation request , ),- This is ;dfcady hi rig used cx tens ix ci to larger advertisements and is
br'jnc used mont tren.i1uCnd to ''select" frorn anionic 'uvcr,iI options the infon [nation
son rr e that W i ll he dcli i'red to the requestol M ire cli (iris aic being made to index a
larger portion of the \Vh content hint, at the sailue tome, effort, are also under way to
irripisis e the reir an' r	 ie results delis ered Ii in ai,N one search

Government
Information

Gose'rnmont publications. especially those oh the l.'.S gustrrnnucnt. are mandatory
resource', for many business re',earc'h p;o)mret. The agetle ics of the US. gon.emmnent,
considered a, a whole, are the largest pubhishinic buds in the world. The government
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EXHIBIT 10	 is	 i (. , nu rat Bu'.ine,s Research

Adveii	 Id	 i1e's edu/wOrldJ

rAnnual Reports Online

BizLmk. Your On-line	 http://w.wWbiZliflk.OTg/

Business Resource
+ -

Business and Economics
Resources Online

------------------
CNNfn-the Financial	 http:/icnnfn.COm

Network

FE

Electroniccommerce about.com

TERWeb (Enterprise 	 http:/Iwwwenterweb.O1g/

Development Website)

Guide to Labor-Oriented 	 http://www.lib.berkeley.odu/HRUiirinct.htmi

 Resources

Hoover's Online
	 http://www hoovers.com

Industry Research Desk
	

http://www. virtualpet.com/industry/rdindex2.htin

MSU-CIBER
International Business
Resources on the WWW

Rutgers Accounting
	 http://accounthig.rutgerS.edu1

Web

[Tax and Accounting
	 httoJ/ww taxntes.Com/

Sites Directory	 -
Thomas Register
	 http://www.thomasregisteI.00m/ index.html

of American
Manufacturers

VIBES: Virtual
International Business
and Economics
Resources	 -

.Worklndex ("gateway
to human resource
solutions)

Department of Advertising.
University of Texas. Austin

Annual Reports Library,
San Francisco

Public Library of Charlotte
and Mecklenburg County

Library of Congress

CNN America, 1n'.

About.com Inc.

ENTERWeb

Institute of Industrial
Relations Library. University
of California. Berkeley

Hoovers, inc

Polsen Enterprises Research
Services

Michigan State University
Center for International
Business Education and
Research

Accounting Research Center.
Rutgers University

Schmidt Enterprises

Thomas Publishing Co.

J. Murrey Atkins Library.
University of North Carolina,
Charlotte

Human Resource Executive

Magazine, in cooperation
with the Cornell School of
Industrial Relations
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01 feet s and r 05 des access 10 a ". Ice ,lnel\ Of social ecoflotilic, and di uoranhic
data. In addition. goveiiin lent laws And i egulations, coulf decisions, poli papei s and
studies all has r a poteillial Impact on I,IJSInCSS Addirionall the government pro ides
lii &'Ctones. rirars and other information 'a n,rce'. Specialists are available through. >u(

thc	 'Vflflir'Ilt to vioxide ini,lis idii,it 	 Si.I0h e
Search ii f(,[	 cm nieminfoiniation i, a coil m p1 icated taA that U 'a ill requite,ire

s)me kin is ledee of hoss e.'.s ci nient funct i. it is In cent year,. the IIS cos emnien' has
I c.n workin, aggress ely to lal..c its i rth'm tr at a\ .n able. not ')nl\ r through the I)cpu
oil r I ibm a V\ Pmoiain, htmm also through the development of clecironn' fCSO&IF2C' A. a

result, in oirnation that a '.ed to be tocked in to ThC fi rt lest cur hers Of the iihiar, Is 0055

readii as,iilithle and searchable on the Web lii nan\ libraries, the entire povernnient
.JOcUfl)eflts collection is included in the library's cafal ic with finks to Internet resources
In tins section of the chapter. we exaiiiirie three of the 10051 useful government informa.
thin tpes. A list of selected goserllnienl iesource 'n the Wh is included i n Exhibit I(-S

Government Organization Two of the mist u,eful resources rewarding govern-
!iUflt oi'gefliLatioti arc.

• L' S. Go'et'n,nenr .i4minua/ (published annitai1
htip'//ssww access po.gos/nara/naraOGi html (lIpd.ts'd annualis

• (iigrecurma/ /)io' 'tO y ( published annually',-
htlp:l/'sww.access.eru co'. /congtesslcongt • 6 htnd updated regriaris

EX H'P! 't	 0	 .	 ,.- ic'...

ir 	 ITi —
gus e1'r.i a cr.s..c cnient, sides. and ..,ittact awards

Economic Indiciccirs 	 http'Ilws'. w.a.ce.ss.gpo.gos/co'gress/eongO(t,html

Economic Statistic, Briefing Room (current economic statistics)	 http:/twww.whitehouse.gov/fsbr/csbi .hnnl

EDGAR DIabuse of Com poi dlv ittfurutuliuu SEC 1ilift')

Federal Bulletin Board

FedStats

Fi.rstGov: Busiiess

GPO Access

Stat-USA (includes National Trade Data Bank)

Thomas (U.S. Congress nit the Internet)

S Bureau of Economic Analysis

IT S Bureau of Labor Statistics

U.S.Bureau of the Census

U S. Department of Commerce

CS. Department of Labor

L . S Patent and Trademark Office

U.S. Small Business Administration

http./'..c.gu/cdgaj shin]

hup:/ffedbb',.aecess.gpo.gov

http.t/wss .fedstats.gov

http://wss sm.firstgov.gcv/ropicsfbusiness.hinil

htlp:IIss u, w.accesc.gpogos/su,,,docs/

htip:/,'www.stat-usa.gov/

hup:i/Lhornas. loc.gov

http'"wws.bea.doc.guv,'

http:/tstafs.bts govi

hnp://www.census.gov/

hup:/Iwww.doc goJ

hupJ/www.dol.govf

http:Iiwww. uspto.gov!

hnp.//www.sbaonline.sba.govf
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The U.S. Government Manual describes the functions of every government agency

and is particularly useful for identifying key personnel and agency contacts, including
those at the local and regional levels. Generally very knowledgeable and helpful, these
people are invaluable in any research project for their ability to cut through red tape and

to answer questions pertinent to their agencies.

The Congres."ionul Director, .ry lists members of Congress arid Congressional corn-

miuces, as well as key personnel throughout the U.S. government.

Laws, Regulations, and Court Decisions Government information regarding

these key areas aid tither legal information can be obtained by consultlng GPO Access

( http://ww . acces S. gpO. gV/5U_doc5t') GPO Access is the goeinment's official and

real-time site for finding government information Included at this site, is the complete

Monthly Catalog of U. S. Government Publications. Use it to identify the full range of

government publications, printed and electronic, issued in or after 1994
Especially valuable on GPO Access are the databases covering laws. reoulations, and

congressional debates and publications. The key databases for la\s and regulations are:

• Congressional Bills. Prox ides texts of varying versions of bills. Only a sinail por-

tion of this collection ever becomes law, but the topics can reveal trends of interest

to business researchers.

• Public Laws. Provides the texts of Jaws as they are passed: covers i994 to the pre-

sent. The printed version of this source is called the U . Sraiuies or Lary'e.

• U.S. Code. A codification of laces currently in effect and as revised over time. Also

a\ ailable in libraries as a printed document.

• Federal Register. "The official daily publication for rules, proposed rules, and
notices of federal agencies and organi.atins. as well as executive orders and other

presidential documents
...10 cO\ crc 1995 to the present. Also available in libraries as

a printed or microfiche document.

• Code of Federal Regulations (CFR). "A codification of the general and permanent

rules originally published in the Federal Register by the executive departments and

agencies of the federal government." ti A printed version is available in libraries.

GPO Access includes other valuable databases, including the Supreme Court deci-

sions from 1937 to the present, the Economic Report qf tlie President, the U.S. Budget.

Commerce Business Daily ( CBDNet), and GAO reports. New databases are added

regularly.
Many libraries have created local gateways to GPO Access that help speed infor-

mation retrieval GPO Access
offers dozens of fields to search and these can be searched independently or together.
Searching each database independently provides more flexibility and more precise
searching options because there are some fields that are unique to a particular database.
In general. search options are similar to other databases. Use the search hints for each

file for more details and special search possibilities.

Government Statistics Information regarding government statistics may be

obtained by consulting the following sources:

Statistical Ahxrrect of the United States (http://www.census.gOV/Pr0d/5wWi

statistical-abstract - us. html).

• FedStats (http:!Iwww.tedStats.gOV).

• U.S. Bureau of the Census (http1!ww.census,goV/).
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[he go\elnnicflt collects statIsii ' on just about every topic imaginable- -from

Lilmes to hospital beds, troill teacher, to tax revenue, from steel production to flower

imports. For any aatistical inqun\ start with the Statistical Abstract of the United

Slates. This annual compendium coiiipiles statistics issued by nearly every government
atencs as ell as additional data Iruni selected nongovermneni organizations. Many
nc time series tables cuverin' seseral sears, or even decades. All tables indicate the
mice  ot the statistics. These sources can then he consulted if desired for even more

comprehensive data. Check the library's cataIOL or ask the librarian to had these more

specialiied reouices. Smmic may he available	 FedStats

edSLit Is all compilation of statistic s provided by more than 70 U.S agen

cies. including the Census Bureau. the Bureau of Labor Statistics, and the Federal
Bureau of lnscstigatiOfl. Use the search option or the directory option to find the needed

statistical tables. An especially 11 ,eful feature of FedStats is the state and regional statis-

tical data option.
No discussion of goverflhilettt tatistical informat i on would be complete without an

c\,miflatl00 of the U.S. Bureau of the Census. The Census Bureau is rohahly most

',sll known br the Deeenn.,i Census of population and dousing. The first such census
as taken in 1,9f) to meet the Constitutional mandate for apportioning seats in Con

rcss. It has been taken in cser year ending in zero sIIICC that date. Now it is used flat

onl\ to appOrtiOfl 
seats in the House of Representatives, but also for allocation of fed-

eral aid to states and ho a os riad ot other purposes. The decennial census asks a certain

core of uuCstIOOS ut eci\('nC. Ihese an knosn as the !OtO, jue.stmoflm while these

ma', Vitt 
slightly trent censUS to sensUS, age, race, gender. relationship and Hispanic

i'riin arc fairl y constant \ collected. -\ longer questionnaire s sCOt to a sample ()I the

populot'mi. These authtlonal questions used in conjunction ssit the data from R*J -
qucst'oils ire used by gosernment agencies at all levels. local planners. business and

i qdusu\ ,chsls. and 5ociI sCrLiCC agencies amone (,thers 101 planning. writing.

economic dcsciopmeilL arid many other purpoe
To mnkc census information easier to understand, the Census Bureau, in coopera-

tion with local planning agencies, has created a multilevel mapping system. The entire
country is mapped into small units called block. Data troni i00 -quest iOfl., is avail-

able tc all blocks. but sample data is not. Both 1 00 -question data and sample data are

available for census tracts (groups of blocks and for larger mapped units such as cities.
metropolitan statistical areas, counties, and states. Tracts are especiaBy valuable to local

level researchers because their boundaries remain mostl y constant from census to cen-

sus, thus allowing comparison.
 In cases where there is population growth. tracts may be

split from one census to another and therefore may need to be added together to achieve
comparable statistics. Metropolitan statistical areas, defined by the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget. consist of a large population nucleus, together with adjacent commu-
nities having a high degree of social and economic integration with that core.
Metropolitan statistical areas comprise one or more entire counties, except in New Eng-
land. where cities and towns are the basic geographic units.

In addition to the decennial census, the Census Bureau conducts the economic cen-

stis in rears ending in two and seven, coverin g all areas of the economy from the

national in the local level. Both the decennial census and the economic census are sup-

plemented b y numerous survey i-e1xifls, including the new American Community Sur-
sey. initiated to provide more up to-date infoirnatiofl on American commuflitie. In

tact, the Census Bureau has proposed using the American Community Suneyinstead
of the long i sample l questionnaire used through 2000—ill the next decennial census.
For an overview of the many repon topics asailable, see the Subjects A–Z listing on the

( 'eliSus Bureau website (http://ww  sv. census. 9") -
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Mining Internal Sources

An organization's own internal historical data is often an underutilized source of
information in the exploratory phase. Due to employee turnover, the researcher may
lack knowledge that such historical data exist or, based on time or budget constraints
and the lack of an organized archive, the researcher may choose to ignore such data.
While digging through data archives can be as simplistic assorting through a file con-
taining past patient records or inventory shipping manifests, or rereading company
reports and management-authored memos that have grown dusty with age, we 

will
concentrate the remainder of our discussion on more sophisticated structures and
techniques.

A data warehouse is an electronic repository for databases that organizes large
volumes of data into categories to facilitate retrieval, interpretation, and sorting by
end-users. The data warehouse provides an accessible archive to support dynamic
organizational intelligence applications. The key words here are dynamically acces-
sible. Data warehouses that offer archaic methods for data retrieval are seldom used.
Data in a data warehouse must be continually updated to ensure that managers have
access to data appropriate for real-time decisions. In a data warehouse. the contents
of departmental computers are duplicated in a central repository where standard
architecture and consistent data definitions are applied. These data are available to
departments or cross- functiønal teams for direct anal y sis. Or through intermediate
storage facilities or data marts that compile locally required information. The entire
system must be constructed for integration and compatibility among the different
data marts.

VFl \P Release s Haictorm Ut /oise w ith Pasort?

The Windows XP operating s ystem is hi indled with two
softvsare programs that the Electron . L information
Center "EPIC), an advocacy group concerned with pro-
tectirg personal privacy, feels overs t(lii.s , a business's
"cod to know. Passport is Mcrosc't authenticaho'-
techpdicgy that stores and reveab paGvord5 as Web
Users access different sites. "Hailstorm enable a tier-
son to Store [pecsernaHnforrrmtjon in al vast database at
Mici-Osoft [Hailstorm shares} nerscral information
according to a user's lOstruotions and [auto.mates mai'iing
QOctor's appointrnent, buyng music online, heoking air-
line tickets and handling other tasks,' According to
M icrosoft, Hailstorm Services are oriented around poor
pIe. They give users control of their own data and r 1jr-
mation, protecting personal 

InfOrMaton and requirine. the
consent o f the individual with respect to who ca
the information, what they can do with it, and '-ow long
they have that permission to do so. The exec,, . direc-
tOrcf EPIC Marc Rntprihro hig Intention to he a coh'i
plaint with the Federal Trade Contmission, exeressed
COncOrn that Microsoft bas not established itself as the
Fcxt Knox of Internet ohvacy.' Microsoft indicates the

changes in Windows XP are hera iaeo by expeänos
that the desktop PC will loss and less be the oevice cho-
Sen for accessing the Web as h'and- held dvices and ceil
phones become rrlure comrrionp;ace EPIC fears Win-
dows XPs marriage with Passport and Hailstorm is had
news for those of us woo want to p rotect our on soy.
According to Bob Mugta. Microsoft USO vice tires-sent
of the NET Services Grcu, "Hailstorm turns the inds-stry
debate over online privacy on its heac it starts with the
fundamental assumption that the user owcs and controIs
ttieii personal information and s empowes-Ud to decide
who gets to decide with whom they share any of their
information and under what terms. Given that most large
corporations and many smaller ores are develc: 'ig
extensive customer databases what are the posotile
abuses It me: shoulo concern researchers?

WWw.epEe.org

WWWJflICrosoft.com

WWW.ftc.gov
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The tei iii data inifl	 dflg esi. ribes the piocess of diwi cnn kin s ledee Irma data-

bases stoted iii datit iiiarts or data ss .iieli ises The purpose ot dat iii '. is to identity

v1id, nosel, useful, and ufñiny understandable patterns in data. Similar to tradi-
tional mining, where we search betieatlfthe urfae lot ahi1ltie. data mining

searches large databies for indispensable itifit nation it nan., 11 1i II igI7.1t4ii

Both require siftin g a large amount of mate! hil to dise,s CI .1 pi ofit:ihle SL-iii. Data mill-

ing is a useful tool all 	 that combines ex.ploiatioii and discoserv ssitti eunlit'

matory analysis
The more accessible the databases that comprise the data warehouse, the more

likels a researcher will use such databases to reveal patterns. Thus researchers are
more likely to mine electronic databases than paper ones It will he useful to remember
that data in a data warehouse were once primary data. collected for a specific purpose
When researchers data-mine a company's data warehouse, all the data contained
within that database have become secondary data. The patterns revealed will he used
for purposes other than those originally intended. For example. in an archive of sales
invoices, we have a wealth of data about what was sold, how much of each item or ser-
vice, at what price level, to whoin. and where and when and how the product , were

shipred. Initially the company cenerated the sale s invoice to facilitate the process of
getting paid for the items shipped. When a tesearcher mines that sales invoice archise,
the search is for patterns of sales, by product. category. region of the country or world.
price level, shipping methods, etc. Therefore, data wining forms a bridge between p11-

mary and secondary data.
Traditional database queries are untdimen,ional and historical—for exampla.

'How much hei' was sold during December I 99 in the Sacramento area" In contrast,

data mining attempts to d i scover patterns and trends in the data and to infer rules from

these patterns. For example. an analysis of retail sales b y Sacramento FastShop identi-

fied products that are often purchased together—like beer and diapers—although they

ma y appear to be utirelated. With the rules discovered from the data mining, a manager
is able to support. review, and/or examine alternative courses of action for solvin g a

management dilemma, alternatives which ma y latcr be studied further in the collection

of new primary data.

Evolution of Data	 'Ihe complex algorithms used in data mining have existed for more than two decades.

Mining	 The U.S. government has emplo y ed customized data-mining software using neural

networks, fuzzy logic, and pattern recognition to spot tax fraud, eavesdrop on foreign
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EXHIBIT 1O-9	 If,, 1	 tin	 t!

l)alj j ll.ation 1 1960s,

Data access (1980s)

Data navigation (1990s)

Data mining (2000)

total revenue u'er the last
live years?"

"What were unit sales in
California last December?"

"What were unit sales in
California last December?
Drill down to Sacramento,"

"What's likel y to happen
to Sacranientc' unit sales
next month' Why?"

C( ,npi	 tq n	 ii

Relational databases
(RDBMS) structured
query language SQL).
ODBC

Online analytic
processing (OLAP),
multidimensional
databases, data
warehouses

Advanced algorithms,
multiprocessor
computers. massive
databases

Rein pic..
delivery

Retrospective, dynamic
data delivery at record
level

Retrospective, dynamic
data delivery at multiple
levels

Prospective, proactive
infonrerion delivery

See the State Farm:
Dangerous Intersctiuns
case in the ease cectwn of
this text.

communications, and process satellite imager y . 15 Until recentl y, these t' nok n,,se t'een
available only to very large corporations or agencies due to their high costs. However,
this i rapidl' changing

!n the es olution from business data to iuf."rrnation, each nev step has liwit on pre-
ious ones. For example, large database storage is crucial to the success or data mining.

The tour qal,cs listed i n Exhibit I were revolutionary because each alliss ed new
riarteemen' qu ti,ms to be anssered a:urately and quiekl

The proccs of extracting inforrni,tin from data has hecn dons in sims industries
for years. Insurance companies often compete by finding sinail market segments where
the premiums paid greatly outweigh the risks They then issue specially priced policies
to a particular segment with profitable results. However, two problems have limited the
effectiveness of this process: Getting the data has been both difficult and expensive. and
processing it into information has taken time--making it historical rather than predie-
n yc. Ness, instead of o ncurring hi gh data collection costs to resolve management ques-
tions, secondary data are asailable to assist the manager's decision making. It was State
Farm insurance", ability to mine its extensive nationwide databae of accident locations
and conditions at intersections that allowed it to identify high risk intersections and then
plan a primary data study to determine alternatives to modify such intersections.

Functional areas of management and select industries are currently dris tug data-
mining projects, marketing, customer service, administrative/financial anal y sis, sales,
manual distiibution insurance, fraud detection, and network management (see
Fsluihit IO—lOi ' Data-mining technology provides two unique capabilities Iii the
researcher or nia'lat'er pattern discovery and prediction.

Pattern Discovery Data-mining tools can be programmed to sss cep regularly
thiotinli database- nil uk'iiiifv previously hidden patterns. An example ot pattern dis-

cci> i'. the dctcs u ni in stolen credit cards based so itial> i ol Credit card it ansacl ion
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EXHIBIT lO—lO Data Mining iii Business

	Marketir.s Financial	 Sales	 Customer	 Fraud	 Manual	 Insurance Network

	

Analysis	 Service	 Detection Distribution	 Management

	

Marketing	 mFinance	 [JOPerations

records. MasterCard processes 12 million transactions daily and uses data mining to

detect fraud,' 6 Other uses include finding retail purchase patterns (used for inventory
management), identifying call center volume fluctuations (used for staffing). and locat-
ing anomalous data that could represent data entry errors (used to evaluate the need for
training, employee evaluation, or security).

Predicting Trends and Behaviors A typical example of a predictive problem is
targeted marketing. Using data from past promotional mailings to identity the targets
most likely to maximize return on investment, future mailings can be more effective.
Bank of America and Mellon Bank both use data-mining software to pinpoint market-
ing programs that attract high-margin, low-risk customers. Bank of America focuses on
credit lines and retail lending: Mellon Bank has used data mining to optimize its home
equity line of credit marketing to existing customers. Other predictive problems
include forecasting bankruptcy and loan default and finding population segments with
similar responses to a given stimulus. Data-mining tools also can be used to build risk
models for a specific market, such as discovering the top 10 most significant buying
trends each seek (see Exhibit 10-11

Data-Mining	 An understanding of statistics is essential to the data-mining process. Data-mining tools

Techniques 18 perform exploratory and confirmatory statistical analysis to discover and validate rela-
tionships. Data-mining tools even extend confirmatory statistical approaches by allow-
ing the automated examination of large numbers of hypotheses. Suppose there are 12
variables in the Mind Writer survey and we have a process whose outcome can be pre-
dicted when three variables are in a particular range. But we are unfamiliar with the
repair process and don't know which variables are relevant. With this small p;hlem
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EXHIBIT 10-11 Sample Data-Mining Applications

ining1Company	 Use o i Data M
S.

Blue Cross Blue Shield

BMW

Coca-Cola FEMSA

Colgate-Palmolive
Company

Dow Chemical

Hewlett-Packard

IBM

Meineke Discount
Muffler Shops

The Gillette Company

Wal-Mart Stores

Mines data on member and provider questions about insurance claims and patient history,
as well as inquiry/call history to improve call center staffing and training)

Uses data mining in the execution of its "stochastic crash-simulation technology,"
enabling "design improvements to the crashworthiness and safety of automobiles" while
reducing product design cycle time.

This Mexican bottler and distributor to Mexico Argentina and Latin Amenia uses data
mining to decrease stock -outs, reduce mentory, minimize variability in openons and
nianage promotions.2 	 -:

Operating in more than 200 countries, it uses data mining to improve forecasts, production
plans, and customer order fulfillment, as well as reduce overall order cycle times and costs.2

Its data warehouse stores news articles about clients, as well as a complete purchase
history; data mining is used to improve sales visit effectiveness)

Used data mining to identify every World Trade Center customer and its systems and
components at the time of the September 11, 2001, collapse. These components were
matched with on-hand inventory in warehouses, in preparation to replace destroyed

systems)

Helps biologists make sense of the drastically increased amount of data that can be
brought to hear osi any biological or medical question. Its GeneMine was "designed to
help scientists rapidly infer, validate, and propose experimental tests for the likely
functions of unknown geaes."

This 900-plus franchised nationwide retail service provider adds more than 5,000 customer
and service records each week to an extensive data warehouse it then mines using Mapinfo's
MapMarker to make more effective advertising decisions and identify new franchise
locations)

Parmered with PricewaterhouseCoopers, it uses data mining to plan on-location promotional

store displays for its German retailers.3

Uses data mining to design and modify store layouts to reduce shoplifting and theft.'

Extracted from "Software to Track Customers' Needs Helped Firms React," New York !!,nes on the Web, October 1, 2001
(http:/,',A,ww.n5,times.com/2001/10/01/technology/0ICRM-htmi).

'Extracted from supply-chain management special advertising section, Business Week, October 8, 2001.

'Extracted from SAP Customer Success Stones (http://www.mysap.comn/sotutions/crmICUStomerSUCeeSSeS.asp/Gillette_50050088.Pdf)

Extracted from "The GemieMine System for GeimoniefProteome Annotation and Collaborative Data Mining," IBM Systems Journal 40, no. 2,
2001 (http:Ifwww.research.ibm.com/journalisj/402/lee.html).

"BMW Pioneers Stochastic Crash Simulation for Improved Vehicle Safety," Silicon Graphics Inc.
(http://www.sgi.coni/manufacturing/successlbmw.html).

""NCR More than Doubles Data Warehouse for World's Leading Retailer to Over tOO Terabytes"
(http:Ilhpcwire.com/d.sstartl9910824(l00966.html).

7S. Reese, "Bad Mufflers Make Good Data," American Demographics, November 1998, pp. 42-44.
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You may want to review
data-mining software and
download the demo for
SPSS (htlp://wwW.SpSS.
comlclementine/flewshow/
sld003.htm) or explore
the SAS Enterprise

Miner (http:/Iwww.sas.
comfservice/COflSUItI
usconsultlminiflgcompaq.
html). Also visit Compaq's
Advanced Data Mining
Center (h#p://wwW.
compaq.com, keyword
search: data mining, or
htlp:I/www.sas.COm/
partners/directoryl
compaq/index.htm!).

there are 12 x 11 x 10 = 1,320 combinations. If you spent a minute examining a plot of
each pair of variables, you could easily spend 22 hours on the problem.

Numerous techniques are used in data mining; often they are used together. The
type of data available and the natureof information sought determine the technique

used. Here we explore the first five techniques listed below and mention several others

(to be covered in later chapters);

Data visualization

• Clustering

• Neural networks

• Tree models

• Classification

• Estimation

• Association

• Market-basket analysis	 ...

• Sequence-based analysis

• Fuzzy logic

• Genetic algorithms

• Fractal-based transformation

Data Visualization By viewing aggregated data on multiple dimensions (e.g.,

product, brand, date of sale, and region), both the analyst and the end-user gain a
deeper, more intuitive understanding of the data in picture form. A multidimensional
database typically contains three axes; (1) dimensions, like the fields in a table; (2) mea-
surements, aggregate computations to be viewed; and (3) hierarchies, which impose
structure on the dimensions. The set (month. quarter, year) is a time-based hierarchy.lQ
Using this approach, the researcher views the data at various levels ("drill down/drill
up"). Starting with a total of sales of breakfast cereal by region, the researcher observes
that one region is more profitable than others. Next, she drills down to sales by store and
discovers that one store is outperforming all others. Looking deeper yet reveals that this

store spends the most on training warehousing personnel.

Data visualization uses two types of interactive queries. The first type is usually

available to the end-user via a query language. The second, for complex queries that go
beyond traditional two-dimensional row and column data analysis, uses Online analyti-
cal processing (OLAP) tools. Multidimensional analysis, another phrase for OLAF,
provides fast, flexible data summarization, analyses, and reporting capabilities with the

ability to view trends over time. So, complex queries such as, "How much coffee did we
sell last month in Sacramento, compared to the same month last year?" can be answered

quickly.

We discuss cluster	 Clustering Clustering enables the researcher to segment a population. This

analysis in more detail	 approach assigns each data record to a group or segment. The assignment process is

in Chapter 19. 	 performed automatically by clustering algorithms that identify the similar characteris-
tics in the data set and then partition them into groups often referred to as the "nearest

neighbors."
Clustering is often used as the first step in data mining. For example, clustering

may be used to segment a customer database for further analysis of custonrs' buying

habits to decide which segments to target for a new sales campaign.
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Neural Networks Neural networks, or artificial neural networks (ANN), are col-
lections of simple processing nodes thatare connected. Each node operates only on its
local data and on the inputs it receives via the connections. The result is a nonlinear pre-
dictive model that resembles biological neural networks and learns through training.

The neural model has to train its network on a training data Set. One drawback is
that no explanation of the results is available. Neural networks are best used where a
predictive model is more useful than an explanatory model. For database marketing, a
neural network can be constructed that predicts whether a specific person is likely to
purchase a particular product. This enables the marketing organization to be very spe-
cific in its target marketing, reducing costs and dramatically improving sales "hits."

'flee Models This technique segregates data by using a hierarchy of if-then state-
ments bawd on the values of the variables and crearec ' 	 -' d
resents the segregation	 r-'ne. r--" tree models are faster and easier to
understand than neural networks, but the data must be interval or categorical. Specific

.claesiflcation and regression trees (CART) and chi-
square automatic interaction detection (CHAID), a type of Automatic Interaction
Detection model (see Chapter 16, Exhibit 16-20).

Classification Classification uses a set of preclassified examples to develop a
model that can classify the population of records at large. Fraud detection and risk
assessments of credit applications are particularly well suited to this type of analysis.
Classification frequently employs decision trees or neural network-based classification
algorithms (see descriptions, below).

Classification begins with training the software with a set of preclassified sample
transactions. For a fraud detection application, this would include complete records of
both fraudulent and valid activities. The algorithm uses these cases as criteria to set the
parameters for proper discrimination. Once developed, the model can correctly classify
new records into the same predefined classes. For example, a model capable of classi-
fying loan applicants may generate a rule stating, "If applicant earns $45,000, is
between 35 and 45 years old, and lives in a specific zip code, then the applicant is a
good credit risk." Estimation is a variation of classification. Instead of using a binary
classifier (e.g., a loan applicant is a good risk or a bad risk), estimation generates a score
(e.g., of creditworthiness), based on a prescored training Set.

Other Mining Techniques Association is the process used to recognize and
understand patterns in the data. The goal is to find, across large numbers of small
transactions, trends that can be used to understand and exploit natural buying patterns.

The most common form of association is market-basket analysis. A classic exam-
ple of market-basket analysis was the discovery that beer and diapers are often pur-
chased during the evening in the same transaction. Presumably this is not because
babies like beer before bed, but because the baby's father buys the diapers and chooses
to purchase beer at the same time. Information from market-basket analysis can lead
Stores to change their layout, adjust their inventories, or introduce a targeted prorio-
tional campaign. In the financial sector, association can be used to analyze customers'
accounts. The patterns identified may be used to create a "bundle" of service offerings.

Results from association analyses are often expressed in terms of confidence, such
as, "Seventy-five percent of all transactions in which soft drinks were purchased also
included potato chips." The results of the association analysis often trigger additional
analysis to help the manager understand why the association exists.
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A variant of traditional market-laSket analysis, sequence-based analysis ties

together a series of activities or purchases (for example. using an account number, a
credit card, or a frequent-flyer number). The association algorithm takes into account
not only the combinatim of items but also the order of the items. Rules derived from
these relationships can be used to p4-edict a specific purchase based on previous pur-
chases. In health care, such methods can be used to predict the course of a disease and

order preventive care.
Fuzzy logic, genetic algorithms, and fractal transforms are used in more complex

mining operations. Fuzzy logic, an extension of conventional (Boolean) logic, handles
the concept of partial truth—truth values between 'completely true" and "completely

false." Genetic algorithms are optimization techniques that use processes analogous to
mutation, natural selection and genetics for search and identification of meaningful
relationships. Fractal geometry was originally applied to the compression of topo-
graphic images. It is a mathematical means of compressing data with no data. Models

using fractal-based transformation can work on many gigabytes of data, offering the

possibility of identifying tiny subsets of data that have common characteristics For
example, fractal-based transformations would enable a researcher to discover the 5 cus-

tomers out of 5 million who responded to a Neiman Marcus catalog offering.

Data-Mining
Process

For an appropriate
sampling technique,
choose from among those
described in Chapter 7.

We explore EDA
techniques in Chapter 16.

Data mining, as depicted in Exhibit 10-12, involves a five-step process:70

• Sample: Decide between census and sample data.

• Explore: Identify relationships within the data.

• Modify: Modify or transform data.

• Model: Develop a model that explains the data relationships

• Assess: Test the model's accuracy.

To better visualize the connections between the techniques just described and the
process steps listed in this Section, you may want to download a demonstration version

of data-mining software front 	 Internet.

Sample Exhibit 10-12 suggests that the researcher must decide whether to use the

entire data set or a sample of the data. 21 If the data set in question is not large, if the pro-

cessing power is high, or if it is important to understand patterns for every record in the
database, sampling should not be done. However, if the data warehouse is very large
(terabytes of data), the processing power is limited, or speed is more important than
complete analysis, it is wise to draw a sample. In some instances, researchers may use a
data mart for their sample--with local data that are appropriate for their geography.

Alternatively, the researcher may select an appropriate -sampling technique. Since fast

turnaround for decisions is often more important than absolute accuracy, sampling is

appropriate.
If general patterns exist in the data as a whole, these patterns will be found in the

sample. If a niche is so tiny that it is not represented in a sample yet is so important that
it influences the big picture, it will be found using exploratory data analysis (EDA).

Explore After the data are sampled, the next step is to explore them visually or
numerically for trends or groups. Both visual and statistical exploration (data visualiza-
tion) can be used to identify trends. The researcher also looks for outliers to see if the
data need to be cleaned, cases need to be dropped, or a larger sample needs to be drawn.
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EXHIBIT 10-12 Data-Mining Process

Modify Based on the discoveries in the exploration phase, the data may require mod-
ification. Clustering, fractal-based transformation, and the application of fuzzy log ic are
completed during this phase as appropriate. A data reduction program, such as factor
analysis, correspondence analysis, or clustering, may be used (see Chapter 19). If
important constructs are discovered, new factors may be introduced to categorize the
data into these groups. In addition, variables based on combinations of existing vari-
ables may be added, recoded, transformed, or dropped.

At times, descriptive segmentation of the data is all that is required to answer the
investigative question. However, if a complex predictive model is needed, the
researcher will move to the next step of the process.

Model Once the data are prepared, construction of a model begins. Modeling tech-
niques in data mining include neural networks as well as decision tree, sequence-based,
classification and estimation, and genetic-based models.
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Assess The final step in data mining is to assess the model to estimate how well it
performs. A common method of assessment involves applying a portion of data that was
not used during the sampling stage. If the model is valid, it will work for this "holdout"
sample. Another way to test a model is to run the model against known data. For exam-
ple, if you know which customers in a file have high loyalty and your model predicts loy-
alty, you can check to see whether the model has selected these customers accurately.

The exploratory phase of the research process uses secondary data to expand under-
standing of the management dilemma, look for ways others have addressed and/or
solved problems similar to the management dilemma or management question, and
gather background information on the topic to refine the research question.

	

2	 Researching secondary sources is complex and challenging. There are two categories of
sources available (external and internal) and three types of sources (primary, secondary,

- and tertiary). Primary sources are original works of research or raw data without inter-
pretation. Secondary sources are interpretations of primary data. Tertiary sources may
he interpretations of Secondary sources or, more commonly, finding aids such as
indexes, bibliographies, and Internet search engines.

There are generally five types of infonnation sources used in most literature searches,
including indexes and bibliographies, dictionaries, encyclopedias, handbooks, and

- - ' directories. Each is useful to a literature search in a variety of ways. One of the harder
tasks associated with using secondary sources is evaluating the quality of the informa-
tion. Five factors to consider when evaluating the quality of the source are purpose,

	

- .	 scope, authority, audience, and format.

The process for searching bibliographic databases applies to both print and online
sources,

1. Select a database appropriate to your topic.

2. Construct a search query (or search statement).

• Review and evaluate search results.

• Modify the search query, if necessary.

3. Save those valuable results of your search.

4. Retrieve articles not available in the database.

5. Supplement your results with information from Web sources.

Many online and Web-based sources use Boolean logic for constructing search
queries, but protocols do differ. One purpose for reviewing the results of your original
search is to modify it with newly discovered information The researcher should check
the bibliographies of cited works check the subject headings assigned to the extracted
articles and search for works by referenced authors

The basic steps for searching Web-based sources include a critical last step that novice
researchers often skip.

1. Select a search engine or directory.

2. Determine your search options.
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3. Construct a search query and enter your search term(s).

• Review and evaluate search results.

• Modify your search query, if necessary.

4. Save those valuable results of your search.

S. Supplement your results with information from non-Web sources.

When doing a Web-based search, several options are available: known-item

searches,, "who" searches, "where" seãtches. and "what" searches. Due to the special
characteristics of each type of search; each starts with a different search strategy. Sev-
eral special sites have evolved to offer the researcher assistance for each type of search.

These can be found in Appendix A.
U.S. government data are exceptionally detailed and readily available both in print

and on the Web. All government agencies provide detailed studies and often make these
results available in full text or in summary tables. The U.S. Census Bureau generates
the most complete databases on the U.S. population, being most well known for the
decennial census. The Census Bureau has partnered with local agencies to develop a
multilevel mapping system for its data, making the bureau an even more valuable

source of data.

Managers faced with current decisions requiring immediate attention often overlook
internal data in a company's data warehouse. Data mining refers to the process of dis-
covering knowledge from databases. Data-mining technology provides two unique
capabilities to the researcher or manager: pattern discovery and the prediction of trends
and behaviors. Data-mining tools perform exploratory and confirmatory statistical
analyses to discover and validate relationships. These tools even extend confirmatory
statistical approaches by allowing the automated examination of large numbers of
hypotheses. The type of data available and the nature of information sought determine
which of the numerous data-mining techniques to select. Data mining involves a five-
step process: sample, explore, modify, model, and assess.
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Company	 Scenario	 Page

Advertising World	 Developing a portal to advertising websites of interest to 	 296
(University of Texas)

Bank of America

All Blue Cross Blue'
Shield

-- -'	 BMW

Charles Schwab

• Coca-Cola FEMSA

- :.	 •-	 -.	 Colgate-Palmolive
Company

Croy and Associates

	

•	 Dow Chemical

Hewlett-Packard

IBM

	

-	 MasterCard

	

-	 Meineke Discount
Muffler Shops

Mellon Bank

MindWriter'

Neiman Manus

Sacramento FastShop

Space Imaging

State Farm insurance

The Gillette Company
• :	 (with Pricewaterhouse-

Coopers LU')

students and practitioners. 	 -

Using data-mining software to pinpoint marketing program 	 303
that attract high-margin, low-risk customers.

Using data mining to staff and train curstomir' seWi.9--tall 	 304
centers.

Using data mining to design improvements to the	 304
crashworthiness and safety of automobiles.

Describes the Internet's importance to investor research. 	 286

Design of a website for a scisl -interest audience.	 286

Using data mining for inventory, production, and promotion 	 304
management in Mexico, Argentina. and Latin America.

Using data mining to improve forecasting, production. 	 304
and customer order fulfillment.

Conducting secondary research to prepare for an 	 ERTh
interview with a potential research client-

Using data mining to increase sales call effectiveness. 	 304

Using data mining to respond to the September 11. 2001, 	 304
World Trade Center collapse.

Using its GeneMine technology to help biologists develop	 304
better cures and treatments for disease.

Detection of stolen credit cards based on data mining of 	 303
credit card transactions. -

Using data mining to plan more effective advertising, as 	 304
well as select new locations.

Using data mining to optimize home equity line of	 303
credit marketing to existing customers.

Finding variables of association to predict repair success, 	 303

Fractal-based transformations to discover likely customers 	 307
for catalog merchandise.

Uflidimensiondl and historical query in data mining; finding	 301
and explaining combination purchases.

Using multiple sources of geospatial data to create 	 294
flap-accurate and informat i on-rich products for
government and industry.

Using data mining to reveal the most accident-prone 	 302
intersections within the United States and Canada.

Using data mining to plan on-location promotional store	 304-
displays for German retailers,	 -, -
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- 1-	 U.S. government	 Using ditta mining to	 itddetect tax fra eaesdrop on 	 295

foreign comrnwlidations, and process satellite imagery.

Wal-Mart Stores	 Using data mining to design and modify store layouts to	 304

reduce shoplifting and theft.

to aie conudenilal and proprietary nature of most research, the names of sortie compan1e toe been
Lhansctt.

1. Explain how each of the five evaluation factors for a ',econdar) source inth:-rice its man-
agement decision-making value.

a_ Purpose

b. Scope

C Authority

d. Audience

c. Format
2. Define the distinctions between primary, secondary. and tertiary sources in a secondary search.

3. What is data mining!

4. Explain how internal data-mining techniques differ from a literature search.

5. Some researchers find that their sole sources are secondary data. Why might this he Name some
management questions for which secondary data sources are probably the uritv ones feasible

Terms in Review

Making Research	 6. Assume you are asked to investigate the use of mathematical prograturnuti, in accounting appli-

Decisions	 cations. You decide to depend on secondary data sources. What search tools might you use?
Which do you think would be the most fruitful? Sketch a flow diagain of \ow search sequence.

7. What problems of secondary data quality must researchers face? How can the y deal With them?

8. Below are a number of requests that a staff assistant might receive. What specific tools or
services would you expect to use to find the requisite information (Hint Use Appendix A
and the CD that accompanies this text.)

•	 a. The president wants a list of six of' the best references on executive compensation that
-' have appeared during the last year.

b. Has the FTC published any recent statements (within the last year) concerning its posi-
.......	 tion on quality stabilization?

••-••.	
c. [need a list of the major companios located in Greensboro, North Carolina.

d Please get me a list of the directors of General Motors, Microsoti, and Morgan Stanley & Co.

.	 e. Is there a trade magazine that specializes in the flooring industry!

f I would like to track down a study of ,mall-scale ser ice franchising that was recently pub-
lished by a bureau of business research at one of the southern uniserstues. Can you help me?

9. Using Exhibits 10-4, 10-5, and 10-6, State the research question and then the search plan
that Jason should have conducted before his meeting with Armand Croyand.

10. What government sources should be included in Jason's search'.'

11. Using Exhibits 10-4, 10-5, and 10-6, state a research question and then plan a bibliographic
and Web search.

Visit &r website for Internet exercises related to this haptar at
wwwarrhhe.cornibusinesslcooper8

Bringing
Research to Life

From Concept
to Practice

WWW Exercises
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Survey Methods:
Communicating
with Participants

Learning Objectives

After reading this chapter, you should understand...

The process for selecting the appropriate and optimal
communication approach.

2	 What factors affect participation in communication studies.

3	 The major sources of error in communication studies and
how to minimize them.

4 The major advantages and disadvantages of the three
communication approaches.

5 Why an organization might outsource a communication
study.
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